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1. Broad Range of Heritage Topics

focus   theme   historical context

Geology - Industry - Tourism
Ecology - Archaeology - Social History

Tradition - Custom - Culture
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2. Context & Connection

relevance of heritage
interest and involvement

local people = local connections
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3. Community Organisations

local and community-based heritage working
research

awareness
protection/conservation 
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4. Local Engagement

alternative ways of using heritage sites
 “accidental” engagement
niche interests/research
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5. Research & Scholars

other local projects
national and international context
links to professional scholarship
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6. Hidden Heritage

hidden in plain sight
unexpected connections

extraordinary in the ordinary
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7. Contemporary Meaning

the “more than just” of heritage
past = present

past = present = future
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8. Getting Involved

questions & curiosity
family history
re-enactment
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1. Reinventing Show & Tell

• visual context + narrative explanation
• interdependent
• inter-related
• two parts of a whole
• definition and description
• scale and context
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• visual context + narrative explanation
• interdependent
• inter-related
• two parts of a whole
• definition and description
• scale and context

2. Introduce & Remind

• familiarity reinforces
• “hook” for new learning
• multi-layered
• no prior knowledge necessary
• adductive & constructive



See also: Hosler, Jay, and Boomer, K.B., 2011, Are Comic Books an Effective Way to Engage Nonmajors in Learning and 
Appreciating Science? CBE Life Sciences Education, 10(3): 309-317.

McNichol, S., 2015, The Impact of Comics on Feelings and Attitudes Towards Health Conditions, Education and 
Social Research Institute, Manchester Metropolitan University.



Wat’s Dyke

name & description
origin and purpose
historical context

contemporary context



Offa’s Dyke

trans-border identity
defence = trade

castle = markets/fairs



Offa’s Dyke Collaboratory
(in last week’s ‘Tizer and online this week)

contextual visibility:
monument - research - researchers

broadcast visibility:
18k ‘Tizer readers - 5k online readers - global audience



“Ceramics, Polity & Comics” Advances in Archaeological Practice (The Society for American Archaeology)
       Vol. 3 No. 1, 2015. pp. 16-23

https://doi.org/10.7183/2326-3768.3.1.16.      copy viewable at: johngswogger.wordpress.com



Recent re-appraisal of the nature of Mercian power under 
Penda has referred to it in terms of ‘hegemony’, although this 
can be a mercurial term. … he epitomised traits of kingship 
that both looked back to the heroic age of warbands held 
together by gift-giving and loosely organised polities bonded 
by kinship, and forward to the age of inter-kingdom relations 
managed through diplomacy, hostage exchange, and ever 
more strategic use of marriage-based alliances. This transition 
continued well into the era in which Offa’s Dyke was built.

Bapty, Ian & Ray, Keith, Offa’s Dyke: Landscape and Hegemony in Eighth 
Century Britain, p. 103.

Conflict between Anglo-Saxon kingdoms and the various 
Welsh kingdoms could be inclined to break out at various 
intervals although they could also be allies. [...] Then, as 
now, the actual border between Englishness and Welshness 
was doubtless somewhat blurred in the borderlands, and 
inter-marriage normal.

Hill, David & Worthington, Margaret, Offa’s Dyke, p. 108.

Larger boundary dykes, though unrecorded historically, are 
often assumed … to mark the territorial edges of different 
ethnic or national groups. … But the survival of the ethnic 
identity of villages divided by Offa’s Dyke proves that it was 
not the absolute ethnic boundary that early scholars believed.

Zaluckyj, Sarah, Mercia, p. 187.
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“... tell about how the dyke works in the 
landscape, how it varies in relation to geology 
and topography, and how it varies in relation to 
modern land-use...”

Howard Williams, Here’s why the Offa’s Dyke centre is awesome, 
https://howardwilliamsblog.wordpress.com/2017/06/18/heres-
why-the-offas-dyke-centre-is-awesome/
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“This section of the book is an attempt to 
explain, through a series of comic strip sketches, 
the conclusions and theories so far reached by 
the authors about the planning, building and 
functioning of Offa’s Dyke.”

David Hill & Margaret Worthington, Offa’s Dyke, p. 113



COMICS

Making earthworks visible through:

• being part of a broad local 
heritage context

• exploring contemporary meaning
• understanding “hidden in plain 

sight”
• linking with local stakeholders
• linking with professional 

scholarship
• local print distribution
• local online/social media 

communities
• re-inventing show & tell to de-

complicate, introduce and remind
• connecting with larger historical 

themes
• signposting ways to get involved
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COMICS
beyond the Oswestry Heritage Comics model

Making earthworks visible through:

• re-presentation of interpretation 
and data

• exploring and exploiting unique 
mechanics of narrative and 
temporality

• extending discourse to 
interdisciplinary and non-
specialist spaces



COMICS
beyond the Oswestry Heritage Comics model

Making earthworks visible through:

• making “outreach” “reach out”
• taking information beyond 

specialist spaces
• aiming at local government, 

enforcement agencies, developers, 
etc.

• turning information about the 
monument into an action plan for 
its preservation and protection

• communication as activism



http://johngswogger.wordpress.com

Oswestry Heritage Comics on Facebook

Every Tuesday in the 
Oswestry & Border Counties Advertizer 

https://qube-oca.org.uk/oswestry-heritage-comics/ 

“The future of the Dyke lies not only with the 
promptings of historians and archaeologists, and 
still less so with heritage professionals, as within 
a digitally mediated world, experienced and 
mapped by new generations through the recording 
and exploration of heritage in a variety of media.”

Keith Ray & Ian Bapty, Offa’s Dyke, p. 376


